
When life gives you lemons 

you make lemonade
Anderley Fequiere



My journey’s start 

From the start of the semester before I joined the class I started applying for an 

internship and was very DESPERATE!I wanted to get the job done as quickly as 

possible to the point I was led astray by a scam well a planned scam for the 

average college student who needs money and that I was!The aftermath at the 

start of the semester from that scam crushed my spirit! 

As for the scam, they removed themselves off the website once they almost 

scammed me using https://thentwrk.com/



80 plus applications

At first, it seemed like I wasn't trying but after applying for 80 plus applications 

after said scam I felt grim and out of place with all the Lemons laying around bitter 

and not tart in any shape or form.It was just disappointment after disappointment 

and internships that I just would never do even if it paid well. I wanted to be free of 

things that aren't of me and wanted a space that I know I could work in even with 

the potential of it being what I never wanted it to come to.



Then I saw the light pass through

Then when my back was against the wall I found the tart Lemon for my lemonade 

out of all the disappointments and that lemon was accompanied with a bag of 

fresher lemons of opportunity and I made that lemonade with “Calling all Artist” 

internship where the dream job starts I had come true! Nothing controversial 

nothing that would make me feel like I have to do this because I have to, it was 

FOOD the holy grail of design! FOOD!



Company: Calling all Artist

The Calling all artist internship

is run by Marla Gotay and she

gives us the run down of what's

needed to be done day by day.

(she also got a cute cat that walks

on her desk)

This is what my workstation

looks like! And what I do is

solve design problems and organize.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE WHAT CAN 

BE DONE!









The End of the Lemonade! 
That was sodium good! Alright I’ll stop all the jokes argon :D


